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Mirror, mirror on the wall, who is the fairest of them all?Fans of the Lunar Chronicles know
Queen Levana as a ruler who uses her "glamour" to gain power. But long before she crossed
paths with Cinder, Scarlet, and Cress, Levana lived a very different story - a story that has never
been told - until now.Marissa Meyer spins yet another unforgettable tale about love and war,
deceit and death.

From the Inside FlapMost of the best people do not work for you. But this does not have to mean
that you cannot work with them. Crowdstorming shows how leading organizations are tapping
into outside talent for everything from strategy and business development to design and
marketing.The Internet has enabled organizations to greatly expand their searches far beyond
their four walls. Instead of ten or one hundred people, organizations from startups to Fortune 500
firms can work with thousands or tens of thousands to discover and assess many more ideas
(as well as prototypes, partners, and people). We call this crowdstorming.Crowdstorm will teach
you how to effectively work with external networks to solicit, refine, and select ideas. By learning
the patterns and gathering the right tools, organizations will discover the best approaches to
planning, organizing, and executing crowdstorming projects. This practical guide shows
you:How to address internal concerns about working with external talentHow to pose the right
questions to large groups of participantsHow to build fair incentives that compel that community
to participateHow to effectively manage online crowdstorming processesThe technology
alternatives to enable crowdstormingHow to evaluate results and select the best ideasBased on
the experience and research from many hundreds of projects with leading Fortune 500
organizations as well as startups, Crowdstorm will help you harness the power of the crowd to
capture your business's next big idea.From the Back CoverMost of the best people do not work
for you. But this does not have to mean that you cannot work with them. Crowdstorming shows
how leading organizations are tapping into outside talent for everything from strategy and
business development to design and marketing.The Internet has enabled organizations to
greatly expand their searches far beyond their four walls. Instead of ten or one hundred people,
organizations from startups to Fortune 500 firms can work with thousands or tens of thousands
to discover and assess many more ideas (as well as prototypes, partners, and people). We call
this crowdstorming.Crowdstorm will teach you how to effectively work with external networks to
solicit, refine, and select ideas. By learning the patterns and gathering the right tools,
organizations will discover the best approaches to planning, organizing, and executing
crowdstorming projects. This practical guide shows you:How to address internal concerns about
working with external talentHow to pose the right questions to large groups of participantsHow
to build fair incentives that compel that community to participateHow to effectively manage



online crowdstorming processesThe technology alternatives to enable crowdstormingHow to
evaluate results and select the best ideasBased on the experience and research from many
hundreds of projects with leading Fortune 500 organizations as well as startups, Crowdstorm will
help you harness the power of the crowd to capture your business's next big idea.About the
AuthorShaun Abrahamson is an early stage investor and advisor. For the last decade, he has
worked with some of today's leading startups. At Mutopo, he advises global firms on how to
benefit from online connections with customers and experts. He built computer-aided design
tools at MIT, studied at the Berlin School of Creative Leadership, lectured at the Wharton School
and New York University, and contributed to the Economist Intelligence Unit.Peter Ryder is the
former president of jovoto, Inc., a startup whose platform and community help companies
innovate and solve challenges facing their business. After a successful career in consulting at
Deloitte, CSC, and Accenture helping organizations use technology to transform their
operations, he now invests in new ventures and advises organizations on how to take advantage
of new technologies in today's digital economy.Bastian Unterberg is the founder and CEO of
jovoto, a Berlin- and NYC-based firm that organizes a 40,000-person strong creative community
to work with global brands on problems ranging from new product design to sustainable
architecture. His work has been featured in various media such as Page, New York Times,
Focus, and Fast Company. An active speaker, Bastian presents at various national and
international conferences.Read more
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LA in Dallas, “Love is the worst thing that can happen to a person. "Levana is a terrible, evil
person.""Levana deserves some sympathy."Fairest is Marissa Meyer's attempt to reconcile
these two statements. It won't work for everyone, but it worked for me.Let us be clear: Levana is
a bad, bad person. Some of the things she does are unforgiveable. (Even if you believe any sin
can be forgiven if the sinner repents, Levana doesn't, so the issue is moot.) However, in Fairest
we learn that Levana came to be that way because she was mistreated, horrifically, as a child
and teenager. (Fairest, by the way, is a much darker book than Cinder, Scarlet, Cress, and
Winter. Few things are more dangerous than opening a new book, and this one is not gentle at
all, at all.) Forgive her not, but at least agree that she is to be pitied as well as condemned.The
blurb says, "Marissa Meyer spins yet another unforgettable tale about love and war, deceit, and
death." To me the most interesting aspect of the plot was that love, which is generally portrayed
as redeeming, is the wellspring of Levana's worst motivations and actions. I suspect this idea --
that love can lead to evil -- will be more disturbing to some readers than some of the more
explicit acts of cruelty. It is not a new idea, however, and deserves a place in ones universe of
possibilities.Now, I know that some readers are already gearing up to No-True-Scotsman that
proposition. "Love, by definition, cannot hurt or desire to hurt anyone. Therefore, if Levana's so-
called love led to evil, it was not truly love." If that's what you need to comfort
yourself, ...Temporally, Fairest is a prequel to the entire series. It describes events that occur
some 10-20 years before Cinder. Meyer recommends reading Fairest between Cress and
Winter. I did not do that: I read the four main novels of the Lunar Chronicles first, then Fairest. In
this review, however, I avoided spoilers for Winter.”

Alicia, “The true horrors that lie behind our evil Queen. . .. 4 STARSA twisted fairytale that shows
the dark side of an happily ever after. Told in the POV of our favorite evil Queen from the
explosive debt that shook the YA genre with a fairytale that has been told time and time again,
but not quite as delicious and addicting as CINDER!Levana story is finally told, and it is enough
to make you recoil in revulsion, yet, find a tad bit of sympathy for our evil Queen that's
determined to rule the world, making all cower and serve her evil purposes.Marrissa Meyer is a
MASTERMIND of a storyteller!! I love everything this woman writes. She creates the most
unique, addicting, oddly disturbing in this case, worlds that could awaken any feelings that have
never been roused. Meyer's takes this story by force with her vivid details, developed
characterization, flush writing, uniquely enthralling world-building and tantalizing anticipation that
seizes you from the first page and does not let up until the very end. FAIREST is another
exquisite hit for Meyer's!When I read CINDER last year I fell head over heels in love with the
unique fairytale world, but I despised, yet was fascinated with the evil villain Levana. I had a love/
hate relationship with her. On one hand I thought she was despicable and the worst kind of evil,
but I also found her the best villain for the story, and this series wouldn't be the same without her.



She fit so well with the complex world and all her evil jabs were so riveting as she unleashed her
manipulation and wrath on whom ever she chooses. She's as evil as it comes, and I loved the
lengths she would go to get what she wanted. She was the perfect villain for this world. She's
vile, evil, manipulative, selfish, conceited with her "false beauty" and willing to kill anyone who
gets in her way to the throne she wants, and I LOVED every second of all that evilness.But in
FAIREST we get to see how she became the evil queen everyone feared and despised, and the
reasons that turned her heart to ice. And trust me, none of what she does is excusable, but you
can kinda understand how she was able to become so cruel. I loved reading Levana's POV, it
was engrossing to see how she went from the shy, naive, lonely, disfigured girl, to the
unstoppable evil queen that bathed her palace walls in blood to rise to the top. And with the
power she wielded, she became unstoppable. In a way I felt sorry for Levana, and at times
caught myself even liking her (I said at times, not always. ;) She was very lonely, tortured by her
older sister and disfigured by her cruelty. We didn't get to know her parents, the former king and
queen of Luna, but from what I gathered from this book, they didn't care about Levana either.
They pretty much abandoned her and didn't so much as bat their eye when she was around.
And with extreme self esteem issues due to her disfigurement and lack of love, her hate
manifested and grew into something evil. Then slowly, very slowly she began to see life very
different, a dark place that bent to her will. And when her sister Queen Channary died, leaving
the now crown princess Selene the heir to the Luna throne, Levana was able to become the
queen regent that would rule all of Luna until Selene turned thirteen. With no one left to stop her,
Levana now had the authority she needed to rule all of Luna with an iron fist, lashing out with her
cruelty and thirst for blood. Now, if only she could get rid of Princess Selene . . . . THE PLOT:
Fifteenth year old Levana becomes crown princess to all of Luna after her parents are brutally
murdered by a shell seeking retribution for the their ill-willed rule. She's always been neglected,
unloved and wanted by everyone including her parents and torturous sister. And after the forced
"accident" the made her disfigured, she is more ugly then anyone could of imagined. She tries to
brighten her life by using her glamour to hide her true self by wearing a false mask of beauty. The
exact opposite of what truly lies on the outside, slowly becomes the inside, until she is falsely
beautiful, but truly ugly both inside and out.Each day torment by her sister Channary, now the
Queen of Luna, and exiled by the rest of the court, Levana finds herself daydreaming about a
handsome guard who she blindly thinks cares about her. But he's uninterested and ten years her
senior, and married to the most beautifulest woman in all of Luna, and she just so happens to be
carrying his child. But Levana doesn't care, she stupidly thinks he loves her, and each day her
desire and false love grows, becoming hardened and forceful, and viscous and deceiving, until
one day she is determined to take what she wants, one way or another he will be
hers . . .Levana's world slowly starts to unravel, but for her, it starts to come together. She will
marry the man she wants, she will become his child's mother, she will take what should be hers,
she will murder for what is rightfully hers, and she will stop at nothing to not only be the queen of
all Luna, but the Empress to all of earth. . .Power, blood, murder, destruction and false beauty



bath the path to Levana's evil reign, and she will hold nothing back has she takes what she's
destine to have. Fate has given her all the glories in her world, because she is the best Queen
that has ever sat on the Lunar throne, because she is . . .THE FAIREST OF THEM
ALL . . .Levana's story takes us through the mind of a sociopath, and the fascinating back story
of how she became the evil Lunar Queen. FAIREST is a must read for all Lunar fans, I think it'll
give you an open mind to the woman behind all the evilness in The Lunar Chronicles. She's an
evil, heartless, despicable women, that's equal parts intriguing as she is revolting, and has
quickly become my new favorite villain!Overall, FAIREST was just what I needed to see this
world from both sides. This book had great back story and we get to see true glimpses of
Levana's true self. I think it puts her character into perspective and helps us understand (but not
agree with) some of her choices. This book was a great addition to THE LUNAR CHRONICLES
that brings it's own wicked story and is definitely a must read for any Lunar fan!!!”

Ilona Nurmela, “Loved this dark genesis story of the Evil Queen in Cinders and Winter. I read
Cinders a while ago and haven’t started on Winter yet, so this was a nice instalment in how
Queen Levana came to be the way she was, with her evil ways and veils and megalomanic
Earth-takeover plans. It had a bit of a stalker vibe where Levana wanting Evret for herself was
concerned. Even though her elder sister Channary, Selene’s mother wasn’t nice either and
certainly shaped Levana into what she was, I liked how the author showed her maternal side
after the baby Selene was born. After this scene-setting novel, I’m quite excited to read Winter
and re-read Cinder now.Recommended for lovers of dark twisted fairytales and who like
sympathetic villain / anti-villain genesis stories.Trigger warnings: survivers of mental and
relationship abuse where compulsion, dominance and gaslighting was used will find this difficult
to read.”

Miss K. Southern, “The origin story I've been waiting for.... This was another Christmas present
to myself, using the money given by family members, and I'm very excited to have finally read it. I
have been wanting to read Levana's origin story FOR AN AGE. Meyer's 'The Lunar Chronicles' is
an extremely inventive series, and what I liked best about it was the way that it used famous fairy
tales and turned them into a whole new story. I always felt however that Levana's character was
a little one-dimensional compared to others. I didn't understand her actions, until now that is.
She really wasn't joking about Cinder's mother! Yikes!We get to see so much more of Levana's
descent into cruelty and madness, and WHY it happens. Her abusive family, particularly her
sister, allows her to grow up with a very twisted perception of what love actually is. I found myself
feeling sorry for her even when she did unthinkable things, because I could more easily see
WHY she did them. And what became very clear was that she cared a lot about the future of the
planet and the people that lived there. Everything that she did was in order for Lunar to prosper,
not just purely selfish reasons.I found no real faults here. It was a wonderful addition to the
already rich world of The Lunar Chronicles, with more of an insight into Selene and Winter's lives



too, and I liked the nod to Sybil Mira's rise to the top as well. Meyer did a great job adding more
complexities to the characters, adding some great new ones (good and bad) and it's made me
even more excited to get hold of 'Stars Above'!”

Maja Diana, “Rating: 5 (This entire series has become a favorite of mine already <3 ). “Fairest” is
the backstory on the Lunar Chronicles antagonist; Queen Levana—the evil queen. It’s set before
the events in Cinder, but I have to agree with the author that it would be good to read in-between
“Cress” and “Winter”. This book was what made me devour the rest of the series in two
days.Princess Levana hates the sight of her true self. After an incident when she was a young
child, her body is now covered in burns. Hiding behind the glamour from her bio-electric
manipulation, she hopes that one day the people of Lunar will forget about her ugly self.
Suffering from her beautiful sister’s endless torments, Levana finds solitude in the friendship with
a guard whom she has a big crush on. Deciding to take matters into her own hands, she device
a plan to get him through manipulation. She just need to look like his deceased wife.Oh. Wow. I.
Can’t. Even.This book is everything I never knew that I really wanted, needed and desired.In my
reviews of the first three books, I’ve mentioned how much I wished for more information on the
character’s past. Their motivations, and what made them to who they are.And this book did just
that, and whoa… Even now—three days after I finished the book—I’m still baffled with feelings
over this book.What I loved the most: Beautifully described, I loved how the author managed to
make me feel Levana’s self-loathing without making her whiny. I sympathized with the young
princess whose trust was shattered by none other than her older sister.Of course, that only
lasted until Levana turned psychotic. But you know… I pitied the little girl who was tortured by
her older sister through her entire upbringing.I can’t stress how amazing I found the character
development. Often in books, I find that the author doesn’t give their characters enough flaws,
but that is not the case here. Levana was crafted to perfection. Her scars, her ambitions, her
motivation and even her delusions tugged on my heartstrings.Alright, I’m going to talk about the
plot next, because… feelings. So pardon the spoilers.As horribly as it is, I actually rooted for
Levana to receive the love of her guard husband in the end. Even though their entire relationship
was one-sided from the beginning, I felt she deserved that much. For someone to just… love the
fragile, shattered girl inside of her, despite her grotesque scars.In a way, I think that had she had
someone to love her, Levana would have become a great Queen instead of the evil one. Of
course, then we wouldn’t have the series, but you know… I’m invested in this character
damn.The plot isn’t cute or lovely at all. But it is amazing.The story follows a teenage Levana as
she nurses her school girl crush on her married guard, tries to avoid her diabolic sister and
practices her glamour to perfection.Many years after the incident, Levana still has nightmares of
the time where her sister—Cinder’s mom—held her down as flames licked her skin. We see how
she lives in the shadows of her sister, and how she is tormented on an everyday basis.It wasn’t
pleasant to read this story. The bullying from one sister to another. The insecurities. The self-
hatred. It made my stomach churn, and while I still hate Levana’s character in the chronicles, it



made me want to jump into the book to give the poor princess a hug, and take her far away.As
the story goes on, we see how Levana finally snaps after she meets the wife of her crush—his
very pregnant wife. Obsessed, Levana starts spiraling after Winter is born. Taking on the form of
his dead wife, Levana basically tortures her crush into her bed. And after that, she forces him to
marry her—although, she claims he had a choice, but we all know he hadn’t.There are so many
sides to Levana. She’s smart and ambitious—something her older sister definitely isn’t. When it
comes to court business, her words are often overlooked, but it’s clear that she is as
manipulative in politics as she is in her everyday life.When Cinder is born, Levana’s sister—
Channary—starts to cough more and more. It is discovered that she has an incurable lung
disease, and eventually, Channary passes away.And that’s how Princess Levana became
Queen Regent, as a placeholder until Cinder—or Selene as she is named—is of age to overtake
the throne.The power turns the already delusional girl into a psychopath. Her paranoia grows,
and she finds herself envying her step-daughter, wishing that her husband finally gave his
heart.Her envy extends to the baby Princess Selene(Cinder). And she starts dreaming that the
girl didn’t exist. Somehow, her daydreams turn into reasoning as to why the true heir had to be
killed. And what better way to do it, than with a fire? At least, Levana is merciful enough to let her
niece’s life end there—a courtesy that Channary didn’t show Levana.Of course, us semi-sane
people can’t follow that kind of logic. But it becomes her excuse, her reason to kill off the true
heir.After the death of the princess, Levana’s guard husband starts to feel a bit unsettled by the
rumors. And it spirals into fights about when he wants to give her his heart for real. After a while
it’s clear to Levana that she’ll never receive his love, and then decides to kill him too.I mean…
THAT was clearly the logical thing to do to your so-called beloved. O_oWhile the story gives an
in-depth look into Levana’s life, we also see how the biological warfare is created in order to take
possession of Earth. We see Lunar’s inner workings, and it prepares us pretty well for the last
book “Winter” who will follow Levana’s step daughter.I just… this book is my favorite. By far.I
would recommend this to everyone. Even if you haven’t read the Lunar Chronicles. Since the
book is set before the events in “Cinder” it can technically be read as a stand-alone.Especially to
all my writer-friends who might struggle to craft the perfect villain. This story would probably
serve as inspiration for many—I know it does for me.Just…. Read it. You most likely won’t regret
it”

Mummy of Two, “Magic Mirror, on the wall, who, now, is the fairest one of all? (No Spoilers). I
absolutely love this book which is a prequel to the main books in the series; 
  
Cinder



  
  
     &
  
Scarlet

  
  
     &
  
Cress

  
  
. You can read this book if you wish prior to reading Cinder however the bonus 3 chapters
included in the back for the new book due out later this year; 
  
Winter



  
  
will obviously ruin the first three books in the series if you read them so avoid these at all
costs if you wish to read this book first.All the books are a brilliant read and the story-line keeps
building with new characters being introduced that fit seamlessly into the plot and it's
subsequently a fantastic series. Marissa Meyer is a new addition to my favourite authors list and
I have the final book in the series; 
  
Winter

  
  
already on pre-order and I cannot wait to read it later this year. The series has been
unputdownable and I have enjoyed every minute reading the books.This book is extremely
interesting as it is Queen Levana's story and tells of Levana's childhood and the events leading
up to Cinder. We truly get to see what has made Levana the way she is and her awful childhood
with her sister Channary who was not a nice big sister to her at all. Channary has been made
out to be quite a reasonable Lunar Queen I think in the previous books but we get to find out
what she is really like. We also find out the reason why Levana looks like she does and the
reason she wears a wedding ring that she hides with her glamour which I think was mention in
the previous book; Cress although I could be wrong and it may have been an earlier book. We
get to find out why the mutants were created and more about Cress and Winter and it really is a
book worth reading and especially if you have been as hooked as I have been to this series. A
love interest in the form of Evret is introduced and just why Levana is looking after a child that
isn't hers. A very interesting and illuminating read to the series.A fantastic series with a new
fresh take on the Cinderella, Little Red Riding Hood, Rapunzel and Snow White tales and as I
mentioned above I have read all four books in the series in fast succession as I loved the series
so much and was immediately hooked. If you are a fan of dystopian or YA then I think you will
love this book and this series and I can't wait for the next one due to be released in December
this year.”

Meera, “Twisted Love.. Levana did not start off as cruel but rather is a product of her upbringing.



If you do not know love or kindness how are you to recognise it from others or know what it is.
This is a book of a twisting of the heart and mind that shows the damage that it can do but also
really explains why the queen is the way she is. A highly enjoyable read that teaches so much of
the Lunar customs.”

Amethyst Bookwyrm, “Fairest. Levana has always been unloved and is thought of as the ugly
one in the family, hiding behind her glamour. She has always been in love with guard Evret and,
even though he is married, she is sure he feels the same way too. Levana’s sister Channary is
queen but does not care about Luna or the running of her kingdom, Levana is determined to
step up but as her hunger for power grows will she destroy everything she cares about.Fairest is
a really enjoyable prequel story to the Lunar Chronicles, about the villain, Queen Levana’s past. I
like how we got to see more of Luna and how we got to learn more about the Luna/Earth back-
plot.Levana is not a good person and while I can’t sympathise with her, I can understand how
she ended up like she did as her life lacked affection and having to hide her face in a world that
judges on beauty. Levana reminded me a lot of the character The Phantom of the Opera as she
is crazy and hides who she is behind a mask. I feel very sorry for Evret as all he was doing was
being nice and he ended up being used in a horrible way. It was nice to see baby Cinder and to
learn more about Winter and Jacin.You don’t have to read this book to enjoy the rest of the
series but it does add to it. I would recommend Fairest to fans of the Lunar Chronicles.”

The book by Peter Ryder has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 2,323 people have provided feedback.
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